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We are Arcgate.
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Milestone

Saurabh Shukla is 
one of the most 

cheerful Arcgatians we 
have. Always smiling and 

ever lively. This month, on 31st 
December, he decided to take a 

Day off on his birthday, which was 
not something that he would do. 

However, when we tried to contact 
him on the 1st of January to Wish 
him Belated Birthday and Happy 

New Year, He replied with only 
“Shivaay”. The smile on his face was 

priceless and eternal. He further 
explained how he got the best gift on 
his birthday in the form of a friend for 

life. May him and his Son “Shivaay” have 
rocking double Birthday every year end 
and enter the new years day with merry 

memories.
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Milestone 
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Every month we wait for 
what Himanshu has been 
upto. Not only because he 
is the best photographer 
we have, but how much 
does he manage to 
achieve in a month. This 
Year, if you go back, you 
will realise how much has 
he inspired us to live the 
Family life to the best 
without compromising 
work life where he is 
actually having the best 
time of his career as well. 
Let's look at the december 
of Himanshu. 



e are
elcoming to all of our new oinees

ArcOnboarders

General
Sohani Kumari Meena (Dec 10, 2019)

KPO
Ali Asgar Hotelwala (Dec 23, 2019)

Shakti Singh (Dec 16, 2019)

Talib Khan (Dec 16, 2019)

Burhanuddin Pan Wala (Dec 03, 2019)

Dar�an Paliwal (Dec 12, 2019)

Vaishali Baheti (Dec 30, 2019)

Deepak Patel (Dec 20, 2019)
Deepak Teli (Dec 19, 2019)
Deshna Jain (Dec 19, 2019)
Hatim Rassa Wala (Dec 30, 2019)
Hem Prabha Bajpai (Dec 02, 2019)
Hussain Siyahi (Dec 30, 2019)
Jain Ujwal Mahendra (Dec 03, 2019)
Monika Mishra (Dec 09, 2019)
Nishant Paliwal (Dec 16, 2019)
Rajesh - Kanhaiya Lal (Dec 19, 2019)
Rajlakshmi Pillai (Dec 17, 2019)
Rampal Singh Dabi (Dec 23, 2019)
Ranveer Singh Kachawa (Dec 31, 2019)

Ranu Makwana (Dec 16, 2019)
Rat�esh Prajapat (Dec 23, 2019)

Rohit Kalawant (Dec 02, 2019)
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Work Anniversaries
Viram Dev Singh Chouhan

Sidharth Purohit

Bhagwat Singh Ranawat

Aditya Garg

Ranu Jain
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Viram Dev Singh Chouhan

Mudassar Hussain

Raja Babu SharmaPurna Shanker Patidar

Years
5
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ArcTravelogue

Ravi Lohar and his wife visited Shri khatu 
Shyam ji Temple on 11 th December

Koshal kasera and his friends spent one 
fine Sunday at Kukdeswar ji Mahadev 

and they all had an amazing time!08



ArcTravelogue
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Dubai.

I don’t know where to start and what to say about it. More I speak is less I can describe and more pictures I show 
is gonna make you more confused as to what am I talking about. But one thing I can assure you, Dubai is not a 
place you visit or a travel destination, it is a journey that one should take and experience. Its more like a feeling. 
You can’t wash it off or outgrow.

In my second visit to the place, I witnessed the best amalgamation of tradition and technology. Sure one can 
argue that it is a testament to what money can buy/built, but I can counter the same with, it has also to do with 
the will of their government to give it back to the country and help build a solid foundation for the future. It is a 
great mix Skyscrapers and vast openness of the desert.

And boy the amount of care they have taken to choose and build the great Theme Parks of the west in the gulf 
is sheer courage.

From the Fastest Ferrari World Ride (340km/hour) to the frozen ski adventure park with Penguins in -40 degree 
centigrade.

A day with Hollywood Icons at Warner Bros to the eye soothing beauty of Miracle Garden.

From Atlantis Hotel that is actually a recreation of the Lost city of Atlantis and as vast as any small town. To the 
Breathtaking Burj Khalifa.

And the best is to see all the adults suddenly becoming kids in the Legoland playing with lego blocks and Awww 
at the amazing dolphin family at the sea world Dolphin creek.

At the same time, the place also has a thriller desert safari in Huge SUVs with Sand dunes ride on ATVs, It also 
has the ability to disarm and calm you with the serenity of the Sheikh Zayed Mosque.

Let's have a look at some of the moments that I was able to capture. And believe me they are no way closer to 
the real life experience.

Lastly i want to just conclude this by saying, A trip is a make or break by the people you share it with and the 
guide you have. And I was really glad to have a guide like Sajid, a 23 year year old who made us feel like family 
and showed us some of the best hidden gems on the trip.

PS: There are so many places like global village, Yas world, Palm Jumeriah and most of the rides at the above 
places that I didn’t have the time to visit. Next trip may be.

Stay tuned...
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ArcTravelogue

Ferrari World

Lego Land

Atalantis

Desert Safari
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Miracle Garden



ArcTravelogue

Jaisalmer is one of the most underrated tourist destinations 
of our nation. When Saurabh visited the same and shared 
his experiences, we were blown away with the stories and 
landscapes that he was able to capture. 
27th December - 8:20 PM

Saurabh Shukla started  trip from
Jaisalmer Fort

Proud stature of the forts and open vastness 
of deserts that remind us of the uncharted 
opportunities.
29th December - 09:37 AM

Gadisar Lake

A vibrant mix of color and culture.
28th December - 06:27 PM

Sam Sand Dunes

It actually signifies that sometimes we have to 
take the uneven and often bumpy Camel rides 

to witness the grandeur of nature.
29th December - 10:59 AM

Patwa Haveli 
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ArcTravelogue
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Armed with a DSLR and an amazing zeal of 
learning  and  relearning  new  and  old 
technology respectively; This man has shown 
us there is nothing called lull in your life. After 
working hard all his life and still going strong, 
Bhatia ji has picked  up  another skill in his 
resume of HR Manager, Amazing Mentor, Full 
on  Father  and  now  a  Wild  life Photograher.



ArcTravelogue
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You can read eNVy you So Much OR Nitin,  Vishal,  Sumit and  Mahesh  Trip.One of those  friendships that 
developed here in Arcgate and has been growing strong ever since. We were able to witness the calmness of 
Goa  from  the  eyes  of  our young amazing team of upcoming mangers Nitin, Vishal,  Mahesh  and  one  
EX-Arcgatian Sumit. They not only showed us how can you have fun in GOA from other than partying, but also 
shared some real great laugh out loud blooper stories behind capturing some of the most magnificent scenes 
of GOA. Let’s have a look at what they cooked.



ArcMoment

Rajaram Meghwal celebrated his birthday 
with his close friends in a grand style!
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ArcMoment

Vaishali Chouhan has shared some wonderful pics 
of Prakash Harchandani’s birthday being
celebrated in Grand style!

Ravi Lohar attended marriage of his best friend 
Suryaprakash Khandelwal on 12th december.
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Flower Show
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Arcgate Flower Show 2020



A very creative and artistic Buddha Sketch made by Vikram Bagwan

Artoholic
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Beautiful sunset captured by Krishna Jangid

Windmill captured by Saurabh Shukla

ArcShutterbug
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ArcShutterbug

Desert Ship clicked by Saurabh Shukla

Near extinct Art of Puppetry on 
full display in Jaisalmer.
Clicked by Saurabh Shukla
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ArcShutterbug

Clicked by Nitin Joiya

Clicked by Nitin Joiya 
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ArcShutterbug

There is a reason why Crocodiles and Turtles survived so many extinctions, Calm Exterior, Aggressive Territory 
Management. Hard outer Shell and Soft Belly Fat. Have a look at this magnificent “Animals”.
Clicked by Rajesh Bhatia
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Christmas Special
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Christmas
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This time of the year is the time when we are slightly relaxed as we know we have worked really hard through-
out the year and it is time to make sure that we end the year with a bang. Also, it had been nearly 2 months 
since we had the time to celebrate properly after making sure that all the deliveries are done and out counter 
parts back in the US can enjoy their year end as well with peace of mind. 
This year we took time out to appreciate each other by organising an awesome Secret Santa Drive with loads 
of Christmas decor and celebrations and boy was that fun. have a look for yourself. 



ArcBirthday
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Bhanu Thakur

Daksh Bhatnagar

Ishwar Das Vaishnav

Chirag Vinod Jain

Hansa Rajput

Sunita Gadhwal

Manish Joshi

Keshar Singh Tanwar

Prakash Harchandani
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Mohit Menaria

Paridhi Katariya

Sanjay Nagda

Nisha Kasotiya

Rakesh Kumar Suthar

Shweta Bhatteja

Subhash Garg

Shubham Pal Singh

Prakash Harchandani
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Thank you for giving your time to this newsletter. If you want to
be part of next month’s newsletter, please send in your entries to

monthly@arcgate.com, and feel free to write a few lines describing
your entry. We also welcome your valuable suggestions!

�
Thank you


